Spellbinding Alpine passes
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Discover the Alpine passes
Spellbinding moments along the pass roads around Andermatt
The Holiday Region of Andermatt is
situated in the heart of the Swiss Alps,
surrounded by eight breathtaking mountain passes. A journey over the passes
is a wonderful experience in itself, but
for those who make time for a few stops
along those famous roads, a whole host
of experiences await.
Whether it’s a hike that lasts several
days, a short walk or a relaxing train
journey, there’s always something new
to discover about the region’s culture,
history and cuisine.
Furka Pass
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Travel by car, motorbike, vintage car,
racing bike, mountain bike or PostBus
to experience the charm of the Alpine passes at close quarters. You can
explore diverse and varying landscapes,
from lush, blooming meadows to green

forests, from strange rock formations
to towering stretches of mountains and
glaciers. Thanks to its central location,
the Andermatt Holiday Region makes an
ideal starting point for a discovery tour.
In this brochure, we introduce you to the
passes and the experiences the region
has to offer. Find even more activities at:
www.faszination-alpenpaesse.ch.
We hope you have lots of fun on your
journey of discovery along the Alpine
passes.

Flurin Riedi
Director of Tourism

Grand Tour of Switzerland
Would you like to learn more?
On the Grand Tour of Switzerland, the journey is the
destination. The 1,600 km journey comprises four language
regions, five Alpine passes, 11 UNESCO World Heritage
Sites, two UNESCO biosphere reserves and 22 lakes.
The Andermatt Holiday Region, along with the Gotthard
and Furka passes, are part of the Grand Tour.
www.MySwitzerland.com/grandtour
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test and quickest Alpine crossings on
the north-south axis.
The Gotthard Pass was further developed between 1818 and 1830, and the first
Gotthard Post mail coaches were driven
along it. The Furka and Oberalp passes
followed later on. Andermatt flourished
as a holiday destination, health resort
and trade location. The first car is said
to have reached the top of the Gotthard
Pass as early as 1895. In 1925, the first
steam train made its way across the
Furka Pass.

Historic experiences
Travel along the passes and into the
past. Historic structures can be found
in a number of areas. Make a visit
to the Sasso San Gottardo, a former
fortification on the Gotthard Pass.
Head out on a nostalgic steam train on
the Furka Pass, or take a trip into days
gone by in the historic horse-drawn
carriages of the Gotthard Post.

The passes became increasingly
important in military terms as part of
the Swiss National Redoubt strategy
between the first and second world
wars. Numerous fortifications were built
around the passes, parts of which can
still be visited today.

Furka Pass circa 1930

Andermatt and
the Alpine passes
A historic connection

A quick look at the history books makes
it clear that the Alpine passes played a
significant role in the development of
Andermatt and the Ursern Valley.
The first settlers came from the east
across the Oberalp Pass, the easiest of the passes to tackle. Later, in
about 1200 AD, settlers from Valais
in the west arrived in the valley.
Even today, the Oberalp and Furka
passes constitute an important connec4

tion between east and west Switzerland.
The Gotthard Pass grew in importance
only after the wild and precipitous
Schöllenen Gorge was made passable,
and was no longer an insurmountable
obstacle for mule drivers. In about 1230
AD, the first wooden bridge, known as
the Teufelsbrücke (Devil’s Bridge), was
built across the Reuss river.

Furka Pass circa 1935

During the Middle Ages, the Gotthard
quickly transformed into one of shorGotthard Pass circa 1910

Oberalp Pass circa 19305

Oberalp Pass
Oberalppass
2046 m a.s.l. / Andermatt - Sedrun

2044 MüM / Andermatt - Disentis
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Visit the source of the Rhine

on through Sedrun and on to Disentis.
It also marks your arrival in a new
language region. The Surselva region is
predominantly Romansch speaking, and
offers a host of culinary delights.

1444 m
Andermatt

It’s a 90-minute hike from the Oberalp
Pass to Lake Toma, the birthplace of the
Rhine, situated at 2345 m a.s.l. Alpine
roses, cuckoo flowers, gentians, leucanthemum and white cotton grass border
the path and the lake – the water of
which is clean enough to drink.
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2046 m a.s.l. / Andermatt - Sedrun
The Oberalp Pass leads from Andermatt
through the Surselva region to Disentis.
The Oberalp is the easiest pass to cross,
which is why it was favoured by the first
settlers on their way to Andermatt.
The gentle climb from Andermatt
up to the summit of the pass at
2044 m a.s.l. offers some spectacular
views over the whole of the Ursern
Valley and the Gemsstock. The Mattherhorn Gotthard railway line also travels
over the top of the pass. It’s here that the
Glacier Express panorama train reaches
the highest point on its journey from
St Moritz to Zermatt.
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The turquoise waters of Lake Oberalp
make it hard not to linger a while. Go
for a walk, a short hike, or fish for fresh
trout in the lake.
The top of the pass is also home to the
only lighthouse in the Alps – and the
highest in the world. The replica lighthouse stands as a symbol of the source
of the Rhine, which lies nearby. The
original lighthouse is situated at the
mouth of the Rhine near Rotterdam.
On the Graubünden side, the road down
is a little more winding as it passes the
little village of Tschamut and carries
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Furka Pass
2436 m a.s.l. / Realp - Oberwald
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has lost a little of its spectacular size as
a result of global warming. In 1850, the
river of ice stretched down to the valley
floor below. Today, the glacier’s tongue
sits level with the Hotel Belvédère.

Historic Gletsch settlement
Discover Gletsch, nestled in a wild
mountain landscape shaped by the
force of water. At the end of the 19th
century, Gletsch was an important
Alpine hub. With the arrival of the
railway, the little village became internationally famous.

m a.s.l.

Furka Pass
2436 m a.s.l. / Realp - Oberwald
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The Furka region’s discovery as a travel
paradise goes back to the 19th century
and the growth of the Alpine tourism
industry. Even today, the numerous
historic hotel buildings along the route
hark back to those times.

historic journey. Once at the top, a
breathtaking view awaits. Towards the
east, your glance sweeps across the
Ursern Valley and the St Gotthard Massif; to the west, it meets the 4,000 m
peaks of the Valais and Bernese Alps.

The Furka Pass is one of the most imposing Alpine crossings and at 2436 m a.s.l.
the fourth highest pass in Switzerland.
Its artfully laid-out roads – which played
host to Sean Connery’s James Bond in
Goldfinger – connect the Ursern Valley
with the Goms in canton Valais.
On the way to the top of the pass, you
will even get the chance to see the
Furka steam train, puffing along on its

The pass offers a host of possibilities
for hiking, climbing and Alpine touring.
Flower experts will discover a diverse
world of plants, and the area is equally
rich in minerals.
At the Hotel Belvédère on the Valais
side, about three kilometres beneath
the summit of the Furka Pass, the view
opens out on to the Rhone Glacier, which
13

Gotthard Pass
2091 m a.s.l. / Hospental - Airolo
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Sasso San Gottardo

At the Gotthard Hospice at the top of
the pass, you can make a turn on to
the historic pass road – the famous
Tremola road. The journey leads over
cobblestones to the south side of the
Gotthard Pass. This spectacular road,
with its hairpin bends snaking down to
Airolo, constitutes Switzerland’s longest
historical monument.

1493 m
Hospental

Concealed
deep
within
the
mountain – and top secret until only
a few years ago – lies a Swiss Army
artillery fortification. Today it forms
part of the Sasso San Gottardo
Museum. On the Metro del Sasso, the
underground train, you can travel up
into the fortifications and experience
history at close quarters.
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Gotthard
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2091 m a.s.l. / Hospental - Airolo
Whether it’s on the historic Tremola
road or the new pass road, the legendary Gotthard Pass, which connects Hospental in the Ursern Valley to Airolo in
the canton of Ticino, is well worth discovering. The pass rose to prominence in
the 13th century when the construction
of the Teufelsbrücke made it possible to
cross the wild Schöllenen Gorge below
Andermatt. After the mule track was
extended, the pass become one of the
most significant Alpine crossings.
Even today, the Gotthard, with its roads
and railway tunnel, still constitutes
arguably the most important northsouth connection in both Switzerland
and Europe.
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The Gotthard Pass is a meeting point for
different cultures and language regions. And it is not just the language that
switches from German to Italian, even
the villages and cuisine begin to sparkle
with Italian charm.
The Gotthard Massif also forms a
famous meteorological divide between
north and south. Don’t worry if it’s
raining as you cross the pass – sunshine
is often waiting on the other side. Head
out for a walk at the top of the pass and
enjoy the captivating atmosphere, as
you find yourself immersed in a bewitching, rocky landscape with small lakes.
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Susten Pass
2224 m a.s.l. / Wassen - Innertkirchen
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Stein Glacier

Even the journey there, by gondola
through the gorge, is an adventure.
Climbers and boulderers will find
what they’re looking for on the Susten
Pass, too. A host of different routes and
boulders make for a varied athletic
challenge.

916 m
Wassen

The short journey along the Steinalp glacier trail whisks you from the
busy pass roads and into a high-Alpine world; in less than two hours, you
discover a huge amount of interesting
information at the 15 stops along the
way, and learn all about the interior
and exterior life of the five kilometre
river of ice.

2224 m
Susten

625 m
Innertkirchen
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2224 m a.s.l. / Wassen - Innertkirchen
The Susten Pass connects the Reuss Valley in canton Uri with the Hasli Valley in
the Bernese Oberland. The structurally
spectacular Susten Pass was opened
only in 1945 and was the first pass road
to be designed specifically for motorised
traffic.
After travelling through the largely
untouched and picturesque Meiental, you reach the top of the pass and
go through the summit tunnel. On the
Bernese side of the tunnel, there is
an opportunity to stop for a rest at a
large parking area and the Susten
Hospiz guesthouse, situated a few
metres above the pass road.
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During the journey through the valley,
you are met with stunning views over
the Stein Glacier and the Gadmen Valley. You are immersed in a captivating
landscape, ranging from lush meadows
to dense, deep-green forests. After the
occasional tight corner, the road leads
down to the village of Gadmen and its
picturesque old houses.
A number of interesting hikes await you
along the route. A visit to the Trift Bridge,
one of the most spectacular pedestrian
suspension bridges in the Alps, is one
possibility. At 100 metres high and 170
metres long, it seems to float above the
area dominated by the Trift Glacier.
21

Grimsel Pass

Nufenen Pass

2165 m a.s.l. / Innertkirchen - Gletsch

2478 m a.s.l. / Airolo - Ulrichen

one of the most mineral-rich areas in the
Alps. You can admire the rock crystals
at the Geology Museum (Strahlermuseum) in Guttannen. It’s also well worth
making the trip on the Gelmerbahn,
Europe’s steepest funicular railway.

The Grimsel Pass connects Meringen
in the Bernese Oberland with Gletsch
in Valais. The journey through the
stark, wild mountain landscape is truly
enthralling. Granite rocks, reservoirs
and power plants shape the landscape in

625 m
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the snow-capped mountains. And it’s
not just hikers and mountain bikers who
prize the varied natural landscape of the
Bedretto Valley – the Alpine ibexes feel
very much at home here too. Keep your
eyes open and you might even catch a
glimpse of one from the road.
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The road through the tranquil Bedretto
Valley in Upper Valais was brought into
service only in 1969. The well-developed Nufenen pass is the second highest
in Switzerland after the Umbrail pass.
Once you reach the top, you can admire
an unforgettable panoramic view over
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Lukmanier Pass

Klausen Pass

1914 m a.s.l. / Disentis - Biasca

1948 m a.s.l. / Altdorf - Linthal

The Lukmanier Pass was in brisk use
back in Roman times. It leads from the
monastery town of Disentis in Graubünden through Olivone to Biasca in
canton Ticino. You will be greeted
with the smell of fresh resin as you
pass through stone pine forests along

1142 m
Disentis

your way, and once you reach the top
of the pass, you can try your luck at
fishing in the deep-blue waters of the
reservoir. The Lukmanier is the only
one of the eight passes described here
to be open in winter.
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the 1920s and 1930s, the legendary Klausen hill climb caused a sensation that
went far beyond Swiss borders. Cars and
motorbikes negotiated the dirt roads of
the 21.5 km course at breakneck speed,
on what was then Europe’s toughest
mountain race.

The Klausen Pass connects the cantons
of Uri and Glarus. After passing through
the beautiful Schächen Valley, you cross
the summit of the pass to reach Urnerboden, the largest Alp, or mountain pasture, in Switzerland, and home to up to
1,200 cows and an Alpine dairy. Back in
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Culture and history
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Tell Monument
Schöllenen Gorge / Teufelsbrücke
Hospental Tower
Zumdorf
Oberalp Pass lighthouse
Tremola
Dazio Grande and Piottino Gorge
Castles of Bellinzona

Touring suggestions (Page 38)

----------

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Göscheneralp
Four springs trail
James Bond Goldfinger curve
Furka ice grotto
Gletsch nature trail
Hinterfeld Alp
Urnerboden

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Church of St Peter & St Paul, Andermatt
Church of St Gallus, Wassen
Disentis Monastery
Goms baroque valley
Way of the Cross, Biasca
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Culinary and regional products
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Yaks on the Gotthard
Caseificio del Gottardo
Ryys und Boor
Capuns, a Graubünden speciality
Valais rye bread
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Biasca
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Meiringen

Gemsstock
Glacier Express
Furka-Bergstrecke steam railway
Lake Arni
Tgom Alp
Gelmerbahn

Sacred experiences
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Altdorf

Oberalp - Lukmanier - Gotthard
Gotthard - Nufenen - Furka
Furka - Grimsel - Susten
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Klausen Pass
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Find more excursion tips at www.faszination-alpenpaesse.ch
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Alpine pass excursion map
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4 Zumdorf: Switzerland’s
smallest village

Situated between Realp and Hospental, Zumdorf is the smallest village
in Switzerland. After an avalanche in
1851, many of the surviving residents
moved to Hospental and by 1900 the
village had completely died. Today it is
inhabited again – by just four people.

5 Oberalp Pass
lighthouse

1 Altdorf:

the Tell Monument

In 1895, a monument to William Tell
was inaugurated at the foot of a 13th
century former representational and
residential tower. The bronze figure
by Richard Kissling depicts the Swiss
national hero as a bold, free and
resolute man, dressed in the traditional peasant’s attire.

The Oberalp Pass lighthouse was built
as a symbol of the source of the Rhine,
which is found in the Oberalp region.
It is a small replica of the lighthouse
found in Rotterdam, at the mouth of
the Rhine.

2 Schöllenen Gorge
& Teufelsbrücke

The Schöllenen Gorge, once an obstacle
for mule drivers on their way south, was
finally conquered in the 13th century
by the construction of the legendary
Teufelsbrücke (Devil’s Bridge). A circular
route around the gorge offers the chance
to peer deep into this historic landmark.

3 Hospental
Tower

The tower of the lords of Hospental is
the most striking piece of architecture
to be found in this municipality in the
Ursern Valley. It was built in the first
half of the 13th century and served for
a long time as a residential tower.

6 Tremola road

7 Dazio Grande and
Piottino Gorge

In 1561, canton Uri built a customs
house in the Piottino Gorge. The
Dazio Grande continued to serve as a
customs office until the opening of the
Gotthard railway in 1882. The old customs house and the historic gorge path
were restored and opened to the public.

The historic Tremola road on the
Ticinese side of the Gotthard Pass is
an impressive sight. With more than
20 hairpin bends, the cobblestone road
snakes its way up the mountainside.
Back in its early days, the coaches of
the Gotthard Post would have driven
along here.

8 The castles of
Bellinzona

South of Biasca lies the capital of the
canton of Ticino. A visit to the old
town is well worth the effort. Its three
castles, listed as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site, are an imposing reminder of times gone by.
28
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4 Ice grotto in

the Rhone Glacier

Not far from the Furka Pass road lies an
ice grotto that has been carved anew
into the glacier every year since 1870.
An observation platform opens up on
to an impressive view of the Rhone
Glacier.

5 Gletschboden
nature trail

2 Four springs trail

1 Göscheneralp
From Göschenen, the road leads
through an idyllic valley and then up to
Göscheneralp. Make your way around
the turquoise waters of the reservoir
on a four-hour hike and enjoy breathtaking views over a wild landscape of
mountains and glaciers. Discover lots of
interesting facts about nature and the
climate on the Hörpfad trail.

3 James Bond

‘Goldfinger’ curve

In 1964, the Furka Pass was the setting
for a scene from the James Bond film
Goldfinger. The sprawling bend on the
canton Uri side of the pass took centre
stage and is known today as the James
Bond Goldfinger curve.

More info and links online

INFO

For further links and even more
experiences, see:
www.faszination-alpenpaesse.ch
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Discover the water tower and the meteorological barrier of Europe on the four
springs trail. Hike to the four sources
of the Rhine, Reuss, Ticino and Rhone
rivers, which flow off to all points of
the compass. The Alpine hiking trail is
divided into five daily stages.

An exciting half-hour hike through
the approach to the Rhone Glacier. At
six stops along the circular trail, you
can find information about moraines
from different glacial periods, pioneer
plants, dynamics of a glacial river, animals in and around the stream, wet
zones and moorland.

6 Hinterfeld Alp
Hinterfeld Alp is situated in the wild,
beautiful landscape of the Meiental at
1,664 m a.s.l. It can be reached by car
from the Susten Pass road, or by foot
on the superb hiking path along the old
Susten trail.

7 Urnerboden: Switzerland’s
largest Alpine pasture

Urnerboden is home to the largest
pasture in Switzerland and, according
to many, is the most beautiful. In any
case, the broad plateau is a paradise
for nature-lovers, and the outstanding hiking trails are a joy to discover,
whether your pace is sporty or a little
more relaxed.
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3 Furka-Bergstrecke
steam railway

Discover nostalgia, mechanics and
nature. On the Furka-Bergstrecke
steam railway, you travel through
a spectacular mountain landscape:
beautifully restored vintage trains
make the journey from Realp to Oberwald (or vice versa) in about two hours.

4 Cable cars to
Lake Arni

1 Gemsstock

The Arni reservoir can be reached in
just a few minutes by taking the cable
car from Amsteg or Intschi. A pleasant
circular trail takes you around the
lake’s picturesque setting. There are
plenty of benches to relax on along the
shore, by picnic areas and through the
idyllic pine forest.

2 The Glacier Express: the

slowest express train in the world

From the summit station, situated at
2961 m a.s.l, you can enjoy a stunning
panorama taking in more than 600
peaks. The station can be reached
easily by cable car. Or, if you prefer,
you can get in touch with nature on a
hike. A whole range of possibilities are
on offer, from geocaching to themed
trails through protected forests to
demanding Alpine hikes over the
Gloggentürmli to the Gotthard.

A journey on the Glacier Express from
St Moritz via Andermatt to Zermatt (or
the reverse) is guaranteed to be unforgettable. The panoramic carriages
offer unrestricted views of jagged rock
faces, unspoilt forests, deep gorges,
gentle plains, strange rock formations,
crystal-clear mountain lakes and
traditional mountain villages.

5 Tgom Alp

nostalgic cable car

The cable car, which was built in 1957,
leaves from Sedrun and heads up to
Tgom Alp, a vantage point that offers
a spectacular view into the distance. It
seems as if Tgom was custom made for
hiking enthusiasts and sightseers. Hike
through a charming Alpine landscape
and take a break in one of the deckchairs on the terrace at Tgom.

6 The Gelmerbahn:

Europe’s steepest funicular railway

Operating hours

INFO

Not all railway lines operate a continuous service. Be sure to check operating times and schedules in advance.
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A journey on the Gelmerbahn means
guaranteed thrills. With parts of the
ascent reaching a gradient of 106%,
it’s the steepest funicular railway in
Europe. Once you arrive at the summit
station, a relaxed hike around the
turquoise waters of Lake Gelmer is
strongly recommended.
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1 Church of St Peter and St Paul,
Andermatt

This beautifully appointed Catholic
church is the most important in the
Ursental. Built in 1602, it was further
developed at the end of the 17th century by Bartholomäus Schmid in his
typical style. It features a splendid
baroque interior with an ornate high
altar.

2 The church of St Gallus
in Wassen

The little church of Wassen is known
far and wide. Travelling by train, you
see it approach three times. This is
thanks to the two helical tunnels that
run below and above the town. A visit
to the church is well worth it – three
baroque altars can be found inside.

3 The Benedictine monastery
in Disentis

1 Yaks on the Gotthard
The yak is an animal whose origins lie
in the Himalayas, but it is also bred in
the Andermatt Holiday Region. Yak
meat has a mild taste and is very rich
in protein. Yak products can be bought
directly from the breeders themselves.
The dried meat is particularly highly
recommended.

3 Ryys und Boor

The foundation of Disentis monastery
goes back 1,400 years, making it the
oldest Benedictine monastery north
of the Alps. Its rich cultural heritage
means a visit is a must: be sure to see
the baroque monastery, the museum
with its historic art treasures, and
stop for a break at the Stiva Sogn Placi
bistro.

This traditional meal from canton Uri
was originally a Lenten dish, and was
mentioned in a cookbook as early as
the middle of the 18th century. Still
popular today, the main ingredients of
the dish, which is similar to risotto, are
rice (Ryys) and leek (Boor).

2 Caseificio del Gottardo:

Cheese museum and dairy

At Caseificio del Gottardo in Airolo,
cheese production is the first thing on
everyone’s mind. In the demonstration dairy, you get the chance to follow
each individual step in the production
of ‘Gottardo’ and ‘Tremola’ cheeses.
A shop sells a large selection of local
dairy products.

4 Capuns,

a Graubünden speciality

The canton of Graubünden has a
number of culinary specialities to
offer, such as the traditional Capuns. It
consists of a dough rolled up in a chard
leaf with meat and herbs.

4 The Goms

baroque valley

Many of the churches and chapels in
Goms feature baroque altars. The creators of these works of art came from
local families; for example, the Ritz
family. Johann Ritz in particular was
a formative influence on the art of carving, and was known even beyond the
borders of Valais, in cantons Uri and
Graubünden.
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5 Way of the cross,
Biasca

The way of the cross in Biasca follows
a path through a chestnut forest and
passes 14 small chapels. At the end, you
reach a bridge from which the Santa
Petronilla waterfalls can be admired.

5 Valais

rye bread

Anyone travelling through the upper
Goms and planning to stop for a picnic
should make sure they pick up some of
this rye bread. More than 60 bakeries
in Valais carry the AOP seal of quality,
which assures the traditional production of this sourdough bread.
35
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Furka Pass
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Touring suggestions
Exciting tours from Andermatt
Thanks to its central location, the
Andermatt Holiday Region makes
an ideal starting point for a discovery tour across the Alpine passes.
From hotels to holiday apartments
to hostels and camping sites, the

Andermatt Holiday Region offers
accommodation to cater for all tastes.
Whether driving or biking, the following
three tour suggestions are sure to
offer some unforgettable experiences:

Oberalp - Lukmanier - Gotthard
Andermatt - Oberalp Pass - Sedrun - Disentis Lukmanier Pass - Olivone - Biasca - Airolo Gotthard Pass - Hospental - Andermatt
Distance: 166 km
Driving time: approx. 3 hrs 15 mins
Total difference in altitude: 3,265 m

Gotthard - Nufenen - Furka
Andermatt - Hospental - Gotthard Pass - Airolo All’ Aqua - Nufenen Pass - Ulrichen - Oberwald Gletsch - Furka Pass - Realp - Hospental Andermatt
Distance: 107 km
Driving time: approx. 2 hrs 30 mins
Total difference in altitude: 3,150 m

Furka - Grimsel - Susten - Schöllenen Gorge
Andermatt - Hospental - Realp - Furka Pass
- Gletsch - Grimsel Pass - Guttannen - Innertkirchen Gadmen - Susten Pass - Wassen - Göschenen Andermatt
Distance: 122 km
Driving time: approx. 2 hrs 30 mins
Total difference in altitude: 3,500 m
38

The Oberalp Pass with a view of
Andermatt and the Ursern Valley
39

We are not just
photographing passroads.

PAMPERED IN STYLE

bildsektor offers customized solutions focused
on film, photography, graphic and web design.
Creating and designing with passion for you.

The Ursern Valley is a real paradise for any car lover and attracts with its driving experiences on the nearby
mountain roads and breathtaking views over the Swiss Alps. An insider tip for a luxurious pit stop is The Chedi
Andermatt. The architecture of this 5 star deluxe hotel combines the local traditions with Asian elements and is
definitely setting a new scale within the Swiss luxury hospitality. Especially in the 123 elegant rooms and suites
the nature related style and the attention to details that is maintained in the entire hotel are clearly visible. The
generously designed The Spa and Health Club is the perfect place to relax and rejuvenate. Afterwards you may
treat yourself with European and Asian culinary delicacies before you start the next stage.

bildsektor – an entire network from a single source.

www.bildsektor.ch I andermatt & thun I info@bildsektor.ch

6490 ANDERMATT SWITZERLAND T (41) 41 888 74 88 F (41) 41 888 74 99 THECHEDIANDERMATT.COM

Good to know
Even more information about the Alpine passes

Pass opening times
The Alpine passes generally open from mid May to early June and close at the end of
October. Opening times depend on weather conditions. It is advisable to check conditions on the passes before you start your journey, particularly in spring and autumn.
You can find up-to-date information at www.tcs.ch.
PostBus tours
No access to a car? No problem – PostBus will chauffeur you across the Alpine passes
in total comfort. A selection of one-day tours are available and you will have plenty
of time to enjoy the spectacular views from the passes. More info at www.postauto.ch.
Accommodation
The Andermatt Holiday Region offers suitable accommodation for all tastes. Find
more information at www.andermatt.ch or contact us by phone at +41 (0)41 888 71 00.
We will be delighted to help you find the right accommodation.

Holidays in the heart of the Alps
The historic mountain village of Andermatt offers motorists many opportunities for wonderful day trips in the middle of the Swiss Alps.

Take a ride with
PostBus to
the Central Alps
Daily from Andermatt, during the
summer season, up and over
one or three alpine passes in the
Central Alps.
Find out more at
www.postbus.ch/centralalps

Enjoy the unique tour to the south, along the queen of the Alpine routes, the Tremola. The
cobblestone surface gives you a travel experience like yesteryear, when postal coaches still
traversed the Alps. Or take the route across the Furka Pass – made famous by the classic
James Bond film “Goldfinger” – with its seemingly endless curves winding into nearby Valais.
Our special offer „Alpine Passes“ includes the following:
– 2 nights in a modern Superior Apartment
– 2 tickets for the Sasso San Gotthardo Theme World
– Road map with the alpine passes around Andermatt
– Breakfast upon arrival
– Linen and final apartment cleaning
– Covered parking and WLAN
One-bedroom apartment from CHF 490 per stay
Two-bedroom apartment from CHF 620 per stay
This offer is valid during the summer months until the beginning of September 2017. When you book,
please use the special offer code “Alpine Passes”. For more information, simply contact us:
Andermatt Swiss Alps
+41 41 888 78 00
reservation@andermatt-swissalps.ch
www.andermatt-swissalps.ch
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LeasingPLUS
Package includes: service and maintenance,
tyres, courtesy car + insurance
Audi Swiss Service Package+: free service for 10 years
or 100 000 km, whichever is reached first.

Christen Automobile AG
Umfahrungsstrasse 25, 6467 Schattdorf, Tel. 041 871 33 08, www.christen-automobile.ch
Klausen Pass
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WHEN THE PASSES ARE CLOSED
THE PISTES WILL OPEN!
Enjoy our pistes from November till April.

www.skiarena.ch

2016

Andermatt Holiday Region
Tourist Info
Gotthardstrasse 2
CH-6490 Andermatt
Tel. +41 41 888 71 00
info@andermatt.ch
www.andermatt.ch

